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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 
I'm a Web Developer / Frontend Developer based in Brasília, Brazil. I enjoy creating things that live on 
the internet, whether that be websites, applications, or anything in between. 
 

EXPERIENCE 

React Developer                           Jul 22 – May 23 
PiniOn, São Paulo, Brazil (Remote). 
As a React Developer at PiniOn, I seamlessly juggled app development and marketing tasks within a 

diverse 30-person team. I spearheaded the creation of new responsive screens, both mobile and web, 

effectively enhancing the user experience. My innovative bug-solving skills ensured a smooth launch for 

PiniOn 2.0, establishing it as a groundbreaking crowdsourcing platform in Brazil. 

 

React Native Developer                  Sep 20 – Jun 22 
Canário Digital, Brasília - Brazil (Remote). 
During my tenure as a React Native Developer at Canário Digital, I played a pivotal role in the 

development of the Petify app, revolutionizing pet consultation management. I collaborated with a tight-

knit team of 7, contributing to the creation of captivating screens and essential features. Through my 

proficiency in React Native and Expo, I helped bring Petify to life, providing pet owners with seamless 

online consultation services. 

 

Frontend Developer                  Sep 17 – Feb 20 
Papo Móbile, Brasília - Brazil (Remote). 
As a Frontend Developer at Papo Móbile, I demonstrated my prowess by crafting an impressive array of 

50 websites with diverse functionalities. My expertise extended from CMS platforms like WordPress to 

custom HTML5, CSS, and Bootstrap implementations. These visually stunning and SEO-optimized 

websites showcased my dedication to delivering excellence in design and functionality, enhancing online 

presence for various clients. 

 

SKILLS 
HTML5 | CSS | TailwindCSS | React | React Native | PHP | NextJS | Expo | SEO | TypeScript | 
Wordpress | Woocommerce | JavaScript | Responsive Web Design | Bootstrap | Styled Components | 
Git | Agile | Shopify 
 
EDUCATION 
Computer Science                     Feb 19 – Sep 22 
IESB 
 
CERTIFICATIONS 

● C.F.P Presqu’île – French Diploma 
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